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Introduction.   In 1965, S. S. Chern proved the following theorem:

Theorem 0.1. Let M be a compact piece of an oriented hypersurface of dimension

m with smooth boundary 8M, which is immersed in an euclidean space E of dimension

m + l. Suppose the mean curvature Hx^c>0. Let a be a fixed unit vector which

makes an angle á 7r/2 with the normals of M. Then

mcVa ^ La,

where Va is the volume of the orthogonal projection of M and La that of 8M in the

hyperplane perpendicular to a. If M is defined by the equation

z = z(xx,..., xm),       x2x+---+xl = R2,

where xx,..., xm,z are rectangular coordinates in the space E and the z-axis is chosen

in the direction of a, then cR^l [1, p. 82](2).

This theorem is a generalization of Heinz's theorem for the C2-surface defined

by an equation z=z(x, y) in euclidean three space [2].

The purpose of this paper is to extend this theorem to a hypersurface in a

Riemann manifold.

The author wishes to express to Professor Shiing Shen Chern her sincere thanks

for his valuable advice and suggestions, and also to Professor Shoshichi Kobayashi

for his kind help.

1. A certain generalization of Chern's theorem. We consider a Riemann mani-

fold R m+1 (m +1 = 3) of class Cv (v ä 3) which admits a one-parameter group G of

transformations generated by an infinitesimal transformation :

(1.1) xf = xi + íi(x)8r

(where x' are local coordinates in Rm+1 and ¿* are the components of a contra-

variant vector f. If £ is a Killing vector, a homothetic Killing vector, a conformai

Killing vector, etc. [3, p. 32], then the group G is called isometric, homothetic,

conformai, etc.
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In Rm+1, we consider a domain D. If the domain D is simply covered by the

paths of the transformations generated by f, and $ is everywhere of class Cv and

7^0 in D, then we call D a regular domain with respect to the vector field f.

In a regular domain D, we choose a coordinate system such that the paths of the

transformations generated by i are new x^coordinate curves, that is, a coordinate

system in which the vector £ has the components 8\ (where 8) denotes the Kronecker

delta). Then (1.1) becomes xi=xi + 8i18r and the domain D admits the trans-

formation given by

(1.1)' xi = xi + 8\r.

Now we consider a compact piece M of an oriented hypersurface of dimension

m with smooth boundary BM, which is immersed in a regular domain D with

respect to the vector field f. The immersion x: M -> Rm + 1 is locally given by

(1.2) x* = xXu"),       i=l,...,m+l,   a=l,...,m.

Here and henceforth, Latin indices run from 1 to m +1 and Greek indices from 1

to m. Let us consider a hypersurface which is orthogonal to the new x1-coordinate

curves and project x(M) along the x1-coordinate curve into the orthogonal hyper-

surface, and let M' he the image of M. If x'(p) is the image of x(p), p e M under

this projection, we have

(1.3) x" = xXua)-8{r(ua),

where t is a function defined on M.

Let us consider a differential form of degree m — 1 at a point p of M, defined by

(1.4) ((«, (p'/pY - \8Jpl dx,..., dx)) d= g™(n, (p'/PT " K&iIp), dx,..., dx),
m-\

where the symbol ( ) means a determinant of order m +1 whose columns are the

components of respective vectors or vector-valued differential forms, « is a unit

normal vector at a point/? of M, dx is a displacement along M, g is the determinant

of the metric tensor gi; of Rm + 1, and the functions p and p are defined by

p(p) = length of the vector 8± at x(p) = (gu(x(p)))112,

p'(p) = length of the vector 81 at x'(p) = (gn(x'(p)))112.

Then the exterior differential of the differential form (1.4) divided by m\ becomes

±]d((n,(p'/Pr-i81/p,dx,...,dx))

(1.5)

= — {((Dn, (p'/pY-^Jp, dx,.. .,dx)) + ((n, D(P'm^/pm 8,), dx,.. .,dx))},

where the symbol D means the covariant differential.
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The first term of the right-hand member of the above expression becomes

(1.6) ¿j ((Dn, (p'm-1/pm) 8X, dx, ...,dx)) = (- \YHx(p,m^/pm)ni8\ dV,

where Hx is the first mean curvature of M and dV is the volume element of M.

On the other hand, we easily obtain the following relation:

(1.7) nA dV = ^- ((8X, dx,..., dx)),
m. m

and from (1.3) we have

f-lV e112 (-IT
4rn «*i. <***■ •. <**)) = fus4i! ^'1/2(Si' ^'- • • • 'dx,)

(1.8)

o

where n' and dV¡¡ mean the unit normal vector and the volume element at the

corresponding point x'(p) of M' respectively and g'=g(x'). Consequently from

(1.7) and (1.8), we have

p""-1

(1.9)
-1/2

„1/2     /   '\m Si

because SJp' is nothing but the unit normal vector of M'.

Now we suppose that the transformation group G is conformai. Then 7<m + 1

admits the infinitesimal transformation given by (1.1) with the additional condition

fw + fy;( = 2<f>(x)gii,

where the symbol " ; " means the covariant derivative. In the new coordinate

system of the domain D, the additional condition becomes

J§ = 2<p(x)g{,

Therefore the metric tensor gi; with respect to the new coordinate system has the

form

(1.10) gii = exp (2 JV(x) dx^Mx2, ...,xm + i).

From this, we can easily deduce the following result:

(U1) ¿Ffâ*-"pŒ>H
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since p = (gu)112 and p' = (g'u)112. Therefore from (1.9) and (1.11), (1.6) becomes

(1.12)   ¿j ((Dn, 0)""-Vp")8i, dx, ...,dx)) = (-1W exp (j^ ¿ ¿x1) dV'(-

Put
'm-1

(1-13) v, = ^r «if«/-

Then the second term of the right-hand member of (1.5) may be written as follows:

(1.14) JL ((«, ZH(/»'m - l//»m)8i). <&, • • •, dx)) = tqOP Lvgiig*» dV,

where L„g(i is the Lie derivative of the tensor gy with respect to v\ g*'> means

(dxi/du")(8x'/due)gae, and gaß is the metric tensor of M.

Accordingly from (1.12) and (1.14), we can rewrite (1.5) as follows:

(-^fd((n,(p'/pr-i81/p,dx,...,dx))

(1.15)
exp (£ </> dx^H, dV't + ^L^g*» dV.

Integrating both members of (1.15) over M and applying Stokes' theorem we have

^fi   (in,{p'lpr-íbílp,dx,...,dx))
ml   JsM

(1.16)

=Lexp(íí^dxlhdv'í+lLL^gWdv-

On the other hand, from (1.3) and (1.11) we can see that

(-1)"
m

((n,(p'/py^81/p,dx,...,dx))

(1.17) = (-¿fj^r2 (£)V)1/2(«, Np, dx',. ..,dx')

= (-^f exp (J* </> dx^(gT2(n, 8,/p', dx',..., dx').

Now for each point pe M, let us take the small piece Mp of the hypersurface

passing through the corresponding point x'(p) of M', given by the following

expression

x* = xVO-SVp,       tp = t(p) = const,

where t„ means x^/^-x'1^)- Then we have

dx> ^ dx1

du" ~ du"
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and we can obtain the following relation :

„     I*«,!1" Sm ñ
l~~ \gaß\ll2(g')m  h

where gaß is the metric tensor of Mp and ñ is the unit normal vector of Mp at xXp),

\gaB\ and \gaB\ mean the determinants of gae and gaß. Since

,     dx' dx' „ , ~ dx1 dx1
S«ß  = SiAX) g^ gjjp gaß - giAX ) -^ -ffî

making use of (1.10) we have

\gaB\ = expÍ2m j ^dxx\\gab\.

Therefore we have the following relation :

nf = exp I       (pdx1]^.

Since

it follows that

Thus we obtain

gtj(x) = exp ^2 j a </> dx^gilx'),

*«(*) = exp (-2 ^¿^«OO.

n' = exp I —       <f> rfxMñ'.

Substituting the above result in (1.17), we get

(^f ((«, (pi/pY -^jp, dx,..., dx)) = (-^1}(1.18)   L_ii- ((n, (pi/pY ->8x/p, dx,..., dx)) = 4^- (g'Y2(ñ, 8x/p', dx',..., dx').

Let eA, A = 1,..., m — 1, be an oriented basis for the tangent plane of dM' at a

point x'(p) on the image dM' of dM, and let n" be the unit vector of the tangent

plane of M ' at the same point x'(p) which is orthogonal to eA, A = 1,..., m-1,

n' and such that

((n",n', ex, ...,em.x)) > 0.

If dx' is a displacement along dM', then

(-If
(iw-1)!

((n",n',¿x',...,¿x'))

is the volume element of SM'. The unit normal vector ñ of Mp at x'(/>) can be

expressed as follows :
TO ~ J.

« = an"+jSn'+ 2 A*
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where a, ß, yA satisfy

<x2 + ß2+gii(x')eiAe>ByAYB= 1.

Therefore we have |a| á 1. Since 8,/p is the unit normal vector «', it follows that

(1.19)   ^Çy ((ñ, 8J p', dx',..., dx')) = 1=-^, a((n", ri, dx',..., dx')).

By making use of a notation dL'( for the volume element of 8M', from (1.18) and

(1.19), (1.17) becomes

{-^f ((«, (p'/py-i&Jp, dx,..., dx)) = i(1.20)       S^f- ((«, (p'/py-i&Jp, dx,..., dx)) = i « dLj,       |a| ^ 1.

Substituting (1.20) in (1.16), we have

m L- *=Lexp (C * ̂h <^+¿ L ̂ ^tí ̂
Consequently it follows that

(L21) ¿L^ = Lexp(l^^)^^+2-LLL^iíí/F-

From the above inequality, we can obtain the following

Theorem 1.1 (Main theorem). Let M be a compact piece of an oriented hyper-

surface of dimension m with smooth boundary ÔM, which is immersed in a regular

domain of a Riemann manifold of dimension m+l admitting a conformai Killing

vector field £ (i.e., ÇUj + £í;t = 2</>g^. Suppose the mean curvature H1 = c>0(c = const).

Let us suppose that the £(x) makes an angle ^ -n/2 with the normals of M, and let

fix1

(I) </> dx1 2: 0       everywhere on M,
J x'1

(II) f Lvgug*» dV ^ 0.
Jm

Then

mcV'( _ L'(,

where V¡ and L'( are the volumes of the images M' of M and dM' of 8M, by the

projection along the paths of the vector field £ into a hypersurface perpendicular to

the paths of Ç.

2. Some examples of the main theorem. In this section, we shall give some

examples which satisfy the hypotheses (I) and (II) in the main theorem.

The hypothesis (I) means that either f is a Killing vector or p S: p everywhere

on M.
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As an example in the case satisfying the hypothesis (II), we have the following

Theorem 2.1. Let Rm + 1 admit a conformai Killing vector field (i.e., èij + îj-.i

— 2</>i¡) and if the paths of the transformations generated by $ are geodesies (i.e.,

the new x1-coordinate curves are geodesies), and <f>^0 everywhere on M, then it

follows that

Lvgtig™ = 0

everywhere on M.

Proof. Let us choose a coordinate system such that the family of hypersurfaces

perpendicular to the new x1-coordinate curves are new x2x3 •

hypersurfaces. Then gxi = 0 fory=2,..., m+ 1.

Since the x^coordinate curve is a geodesic, substituting

dx^ds = \/(gxl)112, dx2/ds = ■ ■ ■ = dxm + 1/ds = 0

in the differential equation of a geodesic:

d2x' . ™  dx' dxk

we have

uV+r^^i = 0>       '-1.2.-.-+1.

-2-¿l? + rÍl = 0'    P»=0'      7 = 2,....m+1.

Substituting 8gik/8x1 = 2(/>gik in F'n (j=2,..., m+1), we obtain

rii = -^f^     j = 2,...,m+i.

And also from gn = 0, j=2,..., m+ 1, the conditions r;u = 0, j=2,..., m+ 1,

become

2Vfe = °>       7 = 2,...,m+l.
k = 2

Since the determinant of g'k (j, k = 2,..., m+1) is not equal to zero, the conditions

rii = 0 0'=2,..., m+1) are rewritten as follows:

f£ = 0,       k = 2,...,m+l.

And the condition

2 gn dx1

follows clearly from gxj=0, j=2,..., w+1. Therefore in this case, a necessary

and sufficient condition that the x^coordinate curve be a geodesic is that

dguldxk = 0, k = 2,..., m+l.
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To calculate Lvgijg*ii, we go back to the definition (1.13):

p'm_1 «

vi = —jjT 8'igii>

where p = (gu(x))112 and p' = (gn(x'))112. p is constant on the x1-coordinate curve.

Then we have

1 ha (g'u)(m-1);2   m (gu)lm-1)l2 ggii ,, ff

i:;'     2 ax1    (gn)m/2       2 (g11)<m + 2,/2 ox*    lg"

,w-l(gíi)(m~3)/aggíislt.

2     (gu)""8   ax'   l8ih

Lvgii = vl;l+vi:i

(„'   Mm-1)12      m ( „'   Mm-l)/2

= 24>gii   {Jiir,a   -j (g")<m + a)/a ((0gii/ô*O*i« + (8*u/ô*Og1,)

m_ 1 (V vm~3"2

+^ (gll)""2 «3s'"/&c')s»+<ifc"/0*l>*»)

because 8gij/8x1 = 2</>gij. From the fact that the x1-coordinate curves are geo-

desies and (gn)1'2 is constant on the x^coordinate curve, we have the following

relations :

|^ = 0, j=2,...,m+l,

ax1      '   8xj     dx''     '   ^    z>--->w+1>

since x' ' = x1, j = 2,..., m +1. By making use of the above relations, we get

L ,...«, =    (g'nr-™_m(guy--»"gfa   agg** ,
"■^       zw^  (gn)m/2        (gn)(m+2)/2 ax1 g11 dua8usg

(g'ii)(m-l,/2

and also we can see that

„   , (gii)(m"1>/2 /,       ax1 ax1 a.\

8[      8xk xm^L
8ik (gn)112 (¡W      K8ll}     8ua

since the unit vector 8i/(gu)1/2 at a point on M is expressed as follows:

Si        v_i,   .toi= M+p"-
(gu)1/a      ""  ' r  S"a'

where

A2+gtfgg/xV = A»+^V = l,
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we have

8[     dx> _      Mdx*_a_
Sil (Sn)1/2 S"" " gli SW du* **  ~ 8aßfl •

Therefore it follows that

dx1 dx1
gn 0¡¡5 a? «"' = g°rPygßePegaß = gyeP>e = 1.

Consequently if ^ _ 0 everywhere on M, then it follows that

¿f-.„      2;ni(g'")(m~1);2íl    r    ^^^>0

everywhere on M.

From Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.1, we can see

Theorem 2.2. Let M be a compact piece of an oriented hypersurface of dimension

m with smooth boundary dM, which is immersed in a regular domain of a Riemann

manifold of dimension m +1 admitting a conformai Killing vector field £ with

im + im = tygij, </> =g 0. Suppose the mean curvature Hx^c>0(c=const) and suppose

that |(x) makes an angle S r*/2 with the normal at each point of M. If the paths of

the transformations generated by f are geodesies, then

mcV'n = L'i,

where V'( and L'^ are the volumes of the image M' of M and the image dM' of dM,

by the projection along the paths into a hypersurface perpendicular to the paths,

which never intersects M.

Corollary 2.1. Let M be a compact piece of an oriented hypersurface of di-

mension m with smooth boundary dM, which is immersed in a regular domain of a

Riemann manifold of dimension m +1 admitting a homothetic Killing vector field

i(x) with îi:j+£j;i = 2c0gij, c0>0, or a Killing vector field. Suppose the mean curva-

ture Hx^c>0 (c = const) and that $(x) makes an angle ¿7r/2 with the normal at

each point of M. If the paths of the transformations generated by £ are geodesies,

then

mcV^ ^ L'(,

where V¡ and L'( are the volumes of the image M' of M and the image dM' of dM,

by the projection along the paths into a hypersurface perpendicular to the paths,

which never intersects M.

Especially if our manifold R m +1 is an euclidean space Em + 1 and if £ is the homo-

thetic Killing vector field on Em+1 with components &—X1, x' being rectangular

coordinates in the space Em +1, then the paths of the transformations generated by
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i are the lines through O and a hypersurface perpendicular to these paths is a

hypersphere of radius, say R0, around O. The functions p and p are given by

(m+l \l/2

2(x02J       and   p' = R0.

Thus, as a special case of Corollary 2.1, we have the following

Corollary 2.2. Let M be a compact piece of an oriented hypersurface of dimension

m with smooth boundary dM, which is immersed in an euclidean space of dimension

m+l. Suppose that the position vector x(u) makes an angle = n/2 with the normal

of x(M) at x(u) for every ue M and that the mean curvature Hx satisfies Hx = c> 0

(c = const). Then

mcVi ^ L'(

where V'( and L'( are the volumes of the image M' of M and the image dM' of dM,

by the projection from the origin O into a hypersphere around O not intersecting M.

From this result we have (under the same assumptions as Corollary 2.2)

Corollary 2.3. Let p, 0X,..., 0m be polar coordinates in Em + 1, i.e.,

x1 = p sin 8m sin 6m_x • • • sin 62 sin 0X,

x2 — p sin 6m sin 6m.x • • • sin 62 cos 9X,

x3 = p sin 9m sin 8m_x • • • sin 93 cos 02,

xm = p sin 0mcos 0m-x,

xm+1 = pcos 6m.

If M is defined by the equation

P = p(ex,..., dm),       0^em^</,0(= const),

then

cC'o = 1,

where Co is a constant which depends only on R0 and <f>0 (R0 is the radius of the

hypersphere into which M is projected).

Proof. For simplicity, we shall prove in case m = 2. Since M is written as follows :

x1 = p(6i, 92) sin 82 sin 6U

x2 = p(6u 62) sin d2 cos 6lt       0 = 62 = <f>0,

x3 = p(9u 62) cos 62,

in this case, M' is defined by

x1 = R0 sin 62 sin 0U

x2 = R0 sin 62 cos 0lt      0 = 02 ^ <j>0,

xs = 7Î0 cos 62,
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and dM' is the circle on the sphere S0 with the center 0 and radius R0, given by

x1 = R0 sin <f>0 sin 9X,

x2 = R0 sin <f>0 cos 0U

x3 = R0 cos </>0.

Let g* be the determinant of the metric tensor g*0 on S0 with respect to the co-

ordinates 0X, 02. Then g* = Rt sin2 02. Therefore the area of M' is given by

T2" f*°    o
FÍ = /?§ sin 02 ¿02 d0i = 2R2tt(1 -cos ¿0),

Jo   Jo

and the length of dM', which is a circle of radius R0 sin <f>0, is given by

7_4 = 2nR0 sin $0.

From the results above, we have the following relation :

2^ = 2*0^^-° 74.
sin 0o      s

Putting

, 1- cos -ftp
C0 — ZA0-:-;-'

sin 0o

and making use of Corollary 2.2, we obtain

cC074 ̂  L't.

ThuscC0 = l.

Finally we consider a Killing vector field £ on Em +1 which generates translations

so that the paths of the transformations generated by | are parallel lines in the

direction of £ and a hypersurface perpendicular to these paths is a hyperplane

perpendicular to f. In this case, Corollary 2.1 is nothing but Theorem 0.1. Thus

Chern's theorem is included as a special case in Corollary 2.1.
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